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A PHYSICO-MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN GROUNDWATER 
NGUYEN PHI KHU 
Institute of Applied Mechanics NCST of Vietnam 
ABSTRACT. In this paper a model for solute transport in groundwater, including physi-
co-mathematical basis, numerical method some simple example simulations is briefly pre-
sented. This model has been gradually improved in both simulation and methodology. 
1. Introduction 
Water qual~ty b~comes a limiting factor in the development and the use of 
water resources. In some regions, the quality of both surface and groundwa-
ter resources deteriorates, special attention should be devoted to the pollution 
of groundwater in aquifer. Serio~s environmental problems arise when polluted 
groundwater emerges at ground surface or discharges into rivers and lakes. 
The objective of this study is to illustrate the laws governing the movement 
and accumulation of pollutant in groundwater flow, and to develop numerical 
scheme that can be used to simulate pollutant's distribution in aquifer. A system 
of computer programs, named STG version 1.0, has been developed and its results 
are also verified by comparing with analytical solutions. 
2. Physico-Mathematical basis 
2.1 . . The motion equation of groundwater flow 
The mechanisms of density and pressure force for flow are expressed by a 
general form of Darcy's law to describe fluid flow in porous media [1]: 
' kr 
v = - - k [V'p - Pig] 
esp, (2.1) 
where V' = (ajax,aj ay,aj az), vis the fluid flow vector, p- the pressure at 
point r = (x, y, z) in the flo~ domain, e - porosity, PI - fluid density, J.L - fluid 
viscosity, k - solid matrix permeability, g - the gravitational acceleration vector. 
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The relative permeability to fluid flow kr and the saturations are evaluated by the 
Van Genuchten 's formulae [5], as follows: 
. kr = Vs [ 1 - ( 1 - S n~ 1 ) n;: 1 ] 2 
in which S = (s- sr)/(1 - sr), Sr is a residual saturation, below it the fluid 
becomes immobile, Pc - capillary pressure. a and n are parameters depending on 
material of the flow domain. 
2.2. The fluid mass balance equation in groundwater flow 
Considering a control volume having the shape of a rectangular parallel-piped 
box centered at (x, y, z), and using some transformations on partial derivatives to 
introduce environmental parameters, rate of change of concentration, etc. the 
following mass balance equation is obtained: 
(2.2) 
where Qp = Qp(r, t) is the fluid mass source inchiding solute mass dissolved at 
an interior point r in the flow domain, C1 is the solute mass concentration i~ 
groundwater, Bop is specific pressure storativity which depends on the porous 
matrix compressibility a and the fluid compressibility {3 by Sop = (1 - c)a + cf3,. 
The exact form of the fluid mass balance is obtained by employing Darcy's law: 
{2.3) 
2.3. The solute mass b~lance equation in groundwater flow 
The total flux of a pollutant by advection, dispersion and diffusion, ts ex-
pressed by ~JC = cs[vp1C 1 - Dh(Vp1CI)J in which Dh is the hydrodynamic disper-
sion, [1]. By considering a control volume and taking into account all components 
in the construction of a balance equation, the solute mass balance equation iJ11 
groundwater flow is: 
where r 1 is the solute mass source in fluid per unit fluid mass due to production 
reactions, r 8 adsorbate source per unit solid matrix mass due to production re-
actions within adsorbed material itself, . CP - solute concentration of fluid source, 
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Pa- density of solid grains in solid matrix, c.- specific concentration of adsorbate 
on solid grains. 
The production terms r1 and r s for solute and adsorbate, respectively, can 
be evaluated by linear models f1 = 'Y~ + 'Y}Cb r s = "'t + "ftCs where "fJ, 'Y}, "f~, 
"Y~. are production rates. 
Using the following balance equations in solid and liquid phases 
a 
- [(1 - c)p8 ] + Y'[(1 - c)p~v s] = 0 
at 
with noted that jv8 1 ~ 0 and aC8 f at = .\ · aCl/at, where .X is the proportional 
factor determined by Fru~ndlich, Langmuir or linear model, after manipulating [8] 
the solute mass balance equation (4) becomes: 
[cspl + "(1- c}Ap8 ] acl + E:spl Y'C1 - V' [csDh Y'(Pl C1)] = 
at . 
= Qp(Cp- C1) + E:SP1'Y~ + E:SP1'Y~C1+ (1- c)Ps'Yg + (1- c)Ps'YfCs 
(2.5) 
SPECIFIC CASES. Let Rand~ be factors determined by 
·( 1 ) Ps 1 Qp 1 Qp 
R = 1 + ~ - 1 p1 ;.\ ~ = E:SPl + (1- c)APs - R E:SPl (2.6) 
When E:, p1 and s are constants, Cp and production rates are zero. The solute 
transport equation (2.5) reduces to the simple form as follows: 
(2.7) 
The R factor decreases the value of the right-hand term or retards the solute 
transport process, so called retardation factor. The~ factor depends on Qp without 
solute concentration source and dilutes the concentration of pollutant and so called 
decay factor. 
-One-dimensional form. When Dh is a constant, in the one dimensional case, 
equation (5) becomes, [1:", 5]: 
ac1 a2 C1 ac1 
Rfit = Dh ax2 - v ax - ~RC1 . (2.8) 
- Two-dimensional form. Similarly, (2.5) can be manipUlated to the following 
form of the two-dimensional case, [2, 3, 4]: 
ac1 a2c1 a2 c1 a2c1 ac1 ac1 
RTt = Dr.z ax2 + 2Dr.yaxay + Dyy ay2 - Vz ax - Vy ay - ~RCl (2.9) _ 
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2.4. Initial and boundary conditions 
In order to yield a solution for a particular studied case, the partial equatio~s 
expressing the balance of fluid mass (2.3) and of a pollutant constituent (2.5j) 
have to be supplemented by appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Thesr 
conditions should be obtained from actual observations of the considered region. 
Initial conditions include the specification of pressure and concentration at some 
initial time at all points of the flow domain. Boundary conditions, generally, are 
given in the form of Dirichlet, Neumann, or Cauchy type. 
3. Numerical methods 
The three-dimensional bounded volume of an aquifer D, in which groundwater 
flow and solute transport is to be simulated, is completely divided up into a single 
layer of contiguous blocks, called quadrilateral finite elements. All twelve edges 
of each block are straight and four of these edges are parallel to the z-coordinat~ 
direction. 
The xy-coordinate of the midpoint of each z-edge is referred to as a nodal 
point and represents the entire z-edge of element. So the element has a thre~ 
dimensional shape but always has only four nodes , and a finite element mesh of 
the problem is created by these nodes. The domain D, thus may be defined i:p. 
three space dimensions but the problem is discretized and solved numerically i:p. 
two dimensional model. Such a method reduces number of hydrogeologic dat~ 
need to be collected. 
The numerical approximation of the equation (2.3) with its correspondin~ 
conditions can be performed by the Galerkin-Petrov technique of the finite element 
method and by the finite difference method. 
The resulting system of linear equations to determine pressure p~+I at nod~ 
i and at time step n + 1 is: 
nn · · 
""' [ Ai ~ ~ J n+l n+I n + I D n+ l Ai n [dC] nE t;~-~ tl.t Vij+Bij + ViVij Pj = Qi + viPBci + i + tl.t Pi + dt i ~ 
j=l n + I n +I . 
(3.1) 
where i = 1, . . . , nn, nn is the number of nodes, 6ij is the Kronecker delta, Vi -
the conductance, ·v~6~ - the specified pressure at node i. Fluid sources, tl.tn+I =r= 
tn+I_tn p· n_p·(tn),andpn+I _ p·(tn+l) A · B · · E · D · andV:· aredetermined 
' i - ' ' . i - ' . '' 11 ' ' ' ' ' 
by: 





Di = // {(P~rkeV~;] (p1g) }vwiB(x,y,t)dxdy 
D 
{ de }n = c;+l- cr .' dt i Atn+l vi= If B(x,y,t)~idydx . . 
D 
Similarly; the form of the discretized solute mass balance equation (2.5) is 
also implemented and the resulting system to determine concentration cr+l is: 
whereAi = {eiSPI+(1-e)APa}ivi, cr = Ci(tn), cr+l = Ci(tn+l), QBc;-
Vi(PBC; - Pi) and: 
Bij =If {espt(Dh}V'y:>;}Vy:>;Bdydx, 
D 
Gi = {esPil~ct}ivi, 
Ei = { espnA + (1- e)PalghVi, 
Dij =If {espt(v}VY';}wiBdxdy 
D 
GRi = {(1 - e)Psi~RL}iVi 
GLi = {(1- e)Pa"Y~RR}iVi 
FIN,i(t) = -Four,i (t) =- /! {es(Dh}V(piCt)} ·Dy:>id"Y 
D 
in which, Y'i and Wi are the basis and symmetric weighting function, respectively, 
and n is the unit outward normal vector to the three-dimensional surface bound-
ing the region to be simulated. The above double-integrals are evaluated by the 
method of Gaussian· integration. 
4. STG Simulation 
The following illustration outlines a number of examples whose results serve to 
verify the accuracy of the first STG simulations for a range of flow and transport 
problems. The Student-test of significance is applied to compare STG results 
analytical solutions. 
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- One-dimensional case. Let us consider a shallow, homogeneous, isotropjc 
aquifer with its vertical section presented in figure 1. A Chemical waste inflow 
is being continuously poured into the ditch with the rate of 0.1 m 3 /day per un;t 
length of it. The concentration of a certain non-rea~tive constituent in this wastf 
is ·10 kg/m3 . Using the equation (2.8) with R = 1, ~ = 0, v = 1m/ day, the initi11 
condition C 1 (x, 0) = 0 and boundary conditions: . 
when x- oo, acdax = 0 
when X= o, -Dhac.;ax +vel = vCo exp(- t) if to~ t > o, = 0 if t >to 
where C0 is the concentration of waste inflow. The analytical solution illustrated if, 
[3] and sketched by solid lines in figures 3, 4. The STG numerical solution obtaine{l 
with 94 nodes, 46 elements and plotted by dot-points in the corresponding figure&. 
- Two-dimensional case. Consider the equation (2.9) with: Dxy = O, Dxx -r 
1 m 2 /day = 10Dyy, Vz = 1m/day, vy = 0, Liquid waste from a factory is being 
discharged into a surface impoundment 2d = 100m long and 5 m wide. Aquifet 
is homogeneous, isotropic, saturated with steady flow as shown in figure 2. Usinf; 
the following conditions: 
.{ Coe-t 
C(O,y,t) = O .. 
if - d ~ y ~ d, 
if y < - dory > d, 
ac 
lim- = 0, 
%-+00 ax 
. ac 
hm -a = 0 
y-+oo Y 
the an~lytical solution is given in [4]. By partitioning the flow domain into 160 
nodes, 135 elements and C0 = 1000 ppm, the STG solution obtained and plotted 
in figures from 5 to 8. 
U~ing the Student-test of significance in comparison the analytical and STG 
solutions leads to the conclusion that the difference between these is non-signifi,.. 
cant. 
Fig. 1. Vertical section of the aquifer 











· Fig. !!. Plan view of the flow 






















COMPARISON OF STG RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
One-dimensional solute transport case 
ll.Ot 0.06 0.12 0.22 0.35 0.60 0.85 t.20 t.lO 250 
"'; xm 
(J.(}f 0.06 0.12 0.22 0.3$ Q.6() 0.8f /.20 1.70 250 
X:l<m 
Fig. 3. . Fig.4 . 
V = 1 m/day1 J?h = 10m2 /day, tin years V = 1m/day, Dh = 10m2 /day, t in years 
Two-dimensional solute transport case 
X:m 
Fig. 5. Zones of concentration greater than 10% Fig. 6. Concentration surface after 1 year 
X 
x:m 
Fig. 1. Concentration surface after 3 years Fig. 8. Concentration surface after 5 years 
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Using STG model to s~lve a problem in a specified three dimensional region 
requires more data, especially hydrogeologic observation. Such as problem and 
some other related investigations will be represented in a next publication. 
5. Conclusions 
1. The equations (2.3) and (2.5) in three dimensions are obtained by taking! 
physical properties of aquifer into account, and these partial differential equations 
describe the solute transport phenomenon with single-species in groundwater. 
2. The specific cases of these equations are the ones introduced in the works 
[1]-[5]. 
3. Using the Galerkin-Petrov technique, the equations (2.3), (2.5) with their 
appropriate initial and boundary conditions are discretized and the system (3.1) , 
(3.2) are used in solving numerically the problem of single-species solute transport 
in groundwater. 
4 . . Comparison between STG solutions and analytical solutions for two special 
cases shows that the model results are acceptable. 
5. This numerical m~del will be improved and tested step by step before[ 
applying it to complicated problems in reality. 
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MO HINH TOAN LYVE LAN TRUYEN CHAT TRONG NUOC NGAM 
Bai bao nay thigt l~p h~ cac phmmg trinh d~o ham rieng (2.3) , (2.5) cho bai 
toan ba chieu ve Ian truyen chat trong mrac ngam, dung phtr~g phap Galerkin-
Petrov va phmmg phap sai phan hiru h~n d~ giiU. bai toan bwg h~ (3.1) va (3.2) 
sau khi da rcri r~ mi'Em khong gian cda bai toan theo mc}t ltrai ph!ng cac ph'an tli-
htru h~n trr giac. 
Trtr(m.g hqp d~c bi~t cda (2.5) cling da du-gc xem xet dtrai d~ng (2.7), (2.8), 
(2.9) va hoan toan trung kh6p vai cac kgt qua neu trong cac cong trinh (2.1)-(2.5). 
ChtrO'Ilg trlnh may tfnh mang ten STG btrac d}iu cling da dtrqc thigt l~p d~ giai 
bai toan. 
Ki~m nghi~m qua mc}t so trtr®g hqp dO'Il gi!n, c6 nghi~m giai tich - ket qua 
tir phep ki~m d!nh Student ch1Yng td nhfrng kgt qua btrac dau nay cda STG Ia c6 
th~ chap nh~n dtrqc. Vi~c khao sat lcri giiU. so cho trtr<m.g hqp ba chieu cung v6i 
nhieu van de khac dang dtrqc tien hanh va se trlnh bay trong cac bai bao kg tiep. 
Mo hinh toan cung v&i cac phtrang phap so va chtrO'Ilg trlnh may tfnh STG 
dang drrqc tigp tl}.C nghien ClYu Va cai tien d'an d~ CO th~ Uong dv.ng trong_ mo ph6ng 
bai toan Ian truyen chat trong cac moi trtremg ntrac ng}im. 
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